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March 8th 2022 

Rhu Lodge, Ferry Road, Rhu G84 8NF 

Variation to Roads Conditions at Ferry Road, Rhu. Application 21/02709/PP 

Rhu and Shandon Community Council (R&SCC) have noted the high number of submissions for 
this application expressing concern at possible changes to Ferry Road and opposition to the 
privately owned road being adopted by Argyll and Bute Council. On behalf of the community 
R&SCC have contacted Argyll and Bute Council for clarity on this subject. The Council have 
confirmed that there is no intention to adopt Ferry Road. The conditions attached to Application 
21/02709/PP ( “Boathouse” ) are due to  the increased and additional use of Ferry Road and 
require the road to be brought up to standards meeting safety regulations. This is as a result of 
recent new building projects in Ferry Road. In light of the above R&SCC have looked in to recent 
new building developments in Ferry Road and would make the following comments:- 
 

1 Application 16/02043/PP was approved for the erection of one Dwellinghouse. 
Application 19/01491/PP was approved for an extension to that one Dwellinghouse. It has 
since been revealed that what has been constructed is not what is purported to be one 
Dwellinghouse, but three separate short term rental accommodations individually named as 
Ferry Point West, Ferry Point North and Ferry Point East as advertised in the links below. 
 

 Ferry Point West: 
o  https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ferry-point-west 

 Ferry Point North: 
o https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ferry-point-north 

 Ferry Point East: 
o https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ferry-point-east 

 
The website for the above properties states 

‘Ferrypoint house was newly built in 2020 having been designed specifically for self 
catering holiday accommodation’ 
It is therefore R&SCC’s view that this development is clearly not the single Dwellinghouse as 
described in the Planning Application 16/02043/PP but is, in fact, a commercial operation, which 
should require a ‘Change of Use’ planning application. 

  

2. We understand that the applicant owns and runs a business with a very extensive portfolio of 
dedicated short term letting accommodations, which lists Ferry Point West, Ferry Point North 
and Ferry Point East in that portfolio. 

 https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ 
  

 

https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ferry-point-west
https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ferry-point-north
https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/ferry-point-east
https://lochlomondlodge.co.uk/accommodation/
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The links above are no longer active. What follows are screen shots taken before they were removed. 
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3. Considering that this is clearly a commercial enterprise R&SCC is concerned that the three 
short term let accommodations covering planning approvals 16/02043/PP and 19/01491/PP 
for a single Dwellinghouse are, in fact, a commercial operation and should require a ‘Change 
of Use’ planning application. 

  
4. Given this revelation R&SCC have also looked into Planning Application 20/01150/PP 

(“Boathouse”) and can find no evidence or assurances that, despite it also being described as 
a ‘Dwellinghouse’, it will not be used as another short term let accommodation, taking the 
total to 4 commercial short term rental accommodations in operation on the Rhu Lodge site. 

 

5. With that in mind R&SCC considers that the extensive nature of the recent and proposed 
developments at Rhu Lodge constitute an unacceptable and inappropriate commercial 
enterprise and not in accordance with the current Local Development Plan (LDP)  within the 
Conservation Village of Rhu. All of which were developed without the correct planning 
application procedures and 'change of use' consents. 
 

6. We understand that this intended commercial activity was unknown to the Planning and 
Roads Authorities at the time of the planning applications. We would greatly appreciate it if 
the Planning Authorities would re-examine the previous applications for a domestic 
Dwellinghouse (16/02043/PP), its associated later extension (19/01491/PP), and also for 
the current 'Dwellinghouse' approval of Application 20/01150/PP in terms of their appropriate 
descriptions and planning designations. 

 

7. It would also be welcomed if Planning and Roads Departments would consider whether 
Conditions attached to Planning Applications 16/02043/PP, 16/01491/PP and 20/01150/PP, 
described as Residential Properties in their applications, are appropriate for what has 
evidently become a series of commercial developments at Rhu Lodge. 

 

In conclusion R&SCC would object to any developments which would change the existing character 
of the special landscape feature and iconic, historic nature in Ferry Road within the Conservation 
Area of our village. We believe that the community would prefer to see the Ferry Road area remain 
exactly as it is today and R&SCC share that view. 

 
 

 
Jean Cook 
Secretary,  Rhu & Shandon Community Council 
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